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Abstract—The highway vehicular ad hoc networks, where
vehicles are wirelessly inter-connected, rely on the multi-hop
transmissions for end-to-end communications. This, however, is
severely challenged by the unreliable wireless connections, signal
attenuation and channel contentions in the dynamic vehicular
environment. To overcome the network dynamics, selecting ap-
propriate relays for end-to-end connections is important. Differ-
ent from the previous efforts (e.g., clustering and cooperative
downloading), this paper explores the existence of stable vehicles
and propose building a stable multi-hop transmission backbone
network in the highway vehicular ad hoc network. Our work is
composed of three parts. Firstly, by analyzing the real-world
vehicle traffic traces, we observe that the large-size vehicles,
e.g., trucks, are typically stable with low variations of mobility
and stable channel condition of low signal attenuation; this
makes their inter-connections stable in both connection time and
transmission rate. Secondly, by exploring the stable vehicles, we
propose a distributed protocol to build a multi-hop backbone
link for end-to-end transmissions, accordingly forming a two-
tier network architecture in highway vehicular ad hoc networks.
Lastly, to show the resulting data performance, we develop a
queueing analysis model to evaluate the end-to-end transmission
delay and throughput.

Using extensive simulations, we show that the proposed
transmission backbone can significantly improve the reliability
of multi-hop data transmissions with higher throughput, less
transmission interruptions and end-to-end delay.

Index Terms—Multi-hop backbone link, stable vehicles, G/G/1
model, end-to-end delay, throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

Highway travels, especially those on rural interstate high-

ways, are important in our daily lives. As indicated in [1],

one third of vehicle-miles driven in U.S. are on rural roads.

In this case, connecting vehicles on highways as an inte-

grated communication network can bring a variety of novel

and exciting applications to the travelers. For example, [2]

develops a distributed video streaming protocol to transmit live

video streams to vehicles over the multi-hop inter-vehicular

connections. As a result, vehicles can see real-time traffic

video reports captured and transmitted from vehicles in front.

[3] develops a multi-hop transmission protocol to enable
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popular content distribution, e.g., news, local advertisements,

to vehicles over highway vehicular ad hoc networks so that

vehicles can enjoy rich data information while on the move. [4]

proposes a vehicular social network on highways over which

vehicles in proximity self-organize into a social network and

share the mutually interested trip-related information using the

pure vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connections. [5]–[8] develop the

cooperative schemes to provide broadband Internet services or

reliable multicast traffic to vehicles using the combination of

V2V and V2I communications.

The examples above all rely on the efficient multi-hop

data transmissions over the ad hoc connected vehicles. This,

however, is challenging in three aspects. 1) Unreliable connec-

tions: With diverse velocities of vehicles, V2V connections

are intermittent and unreliable, making the multi-hop trans-

missions susceptible to frequent interruptions. Measurement

results reported in [9] show that the average inter-vehicle

connection time on highways is only about 15 seconds. As a

result, the efficiency of multi-hop data transmissions on V2V

connected vehicles cannot be ensured. 2) Signal block: The

vehicles on highways may be obstacles to each other, resulting

in significant signal attenuation. Specifically, the vehicles on

highways are quite heterogenous in shapes and sizes; the large

vehicles, e.g., trucks, can be moving obstructions to the small

vehicles, e.g., compact cars, and block the wireless signals

among small vehicles. For example, [10] shows that the ad-

ditional signal attenuation due to large vehicles is about eight

times higher than that in free space. 3) Channel contentions:

The highway vehicular networks are typically large-scale with

a good many vehicles contending for transmissions in a small

range. For example, within the communication range of 300
meters that is assumed as the maximum communication range

of vehicles in our study, there are about 20-35 vehicles under

smooth traffic flow and 206-283 vehicles under jam traffic in

a six-lane bidirectional highway [11], [12].

The paper aims to enable efficient multi-hop data trans-

missions in highway vehicular ad hoc networks. Different

from existing backbone based transmission schemes (e.g.,

SCRP [13]), we explore the existence of stable vehicles in

the network that have relatively stable inter-connection time

and channel conditions, and then connect the stable vehicles

as a transmission backbone. We proceed in three steps. 1)

Framework Design: To address the dynamic nature of ve-

hicular networks, we study the highway vehicle traffics and

propose a two-tier network architecture by exploring the stable

vehicles in the highway. Specifically, based on the analysis

of two highway traffic traces, we show that there exist a

number of stable vehicles that have relatively stable commu-
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(b) Standard deviation of speed in I-80

Fig. 1: Results about standard deviation of speed

nication capability as compared to others in terms of the inter-

connection time and channel conditions. As such, we develop

a two-tier vehicular network architecture as shown in Fig. 7,

where the top tier is built by connecting stable vehicles in a

linear topology constituting a wireless transmission backbone

for highway vehicular communications, and the bottom tier is

formed in a star topology to cover other vehicles. To transmit

data from one vehicle to another, data are first uploaded to

stable vehicles and then transmitted over the top tier until

reaching the destination. Note that the network is dynamic and

the stable vehicles may depart from the backbone link, thus

a distributed adaptive maintenance mechanism is adopted to

maintain the network topology. 2) Analysis Model: We develop

an analytical model to evaluate the end-to-end performance of

the proposal. Specifically, we model the vehicular network as

connected queues, where each stable vehicle is represented

by a G/G/1 queue. By applying the networked queueing

analysis, we show the end-to-end transmission delay and

achievable throughput of the network in closed expressions.

3) Verification: Using extensive simulations, we verify the

performance of our proposal and show that it outperforms the

typical distributed multi-hop transmission scheme.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section

II explores the existence of stable vehicles on highway and

the model about signal attenuation. Section III illustrates the

system model including channel model and MAC layer model.

Section IV has detailed introduction about the organization of

the two-tier vehicular network architecture while the analysis

framework is presented in Section V. Section VI evaluates

the performance of our proposal. Finally, the related work

and conclusion of our work are discussed in Section VII and

Section VIII, respectively.

II. STABLE VEHICLES: EXISTENCE AND MODEL

Our study relies on highway stable vehicles (SV s) to

form backbone connections for data delivery. The SV s are

defined in two aspects, i.e., stable inter-connection time and

stable channel conditions. In this section, we first identify

the existence of SV s by analyzing the real-world vehicular

trajectory data collected from highway US-101 and I-80, and

then model them.

A. Velocities of Highway Vehicles

We first verify the existence of the small portion of SV s in

highway scenarios according to a series of analysis results as

shown in Fig 1-3. Specifically, we study the vehicle trajectory

of Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) data [14], which is

collected from U.S Highway 101 (US-101) in Los Angeles,

California. In this data set, we select a total of 25 minutes

(from 8 : 05 a.m. to 8 : 30 a.m.) of data in the morning time

from a 640 meters length of the study area. For comparison, we

conduct the same analysis on the I-80 vehicle data set collected

from Interstate 80 (I-80) in Emeryville, California. The length

of study area is 503 meters and the time period is also 25
minutes (from 5 : 05 p.m. to 5 : 30 p.m.) in the afternoon

time. The total numbers of vehicles surveyed during the study

period are 3917 (US-101) and 3344 (I-80), respectively. The

observation results from different data sets at different time

periods and locations can improve the generality of obtained

conclusion.

Intuitively, the mobility characteristics of vehicles can be

reflected by their speed fluctuation. The conventional view is

that moving vehicles are by nature dynamic so that they cause

intermittent connections and dynamic networks. However,

what we focus on in this paper is the stability of vehicles.

Let us assume that SV s are the vehicles that have low rate of

speed change and low relative mobility to their neighbors. The

data sets contain three types of vehicles (truck, automobile and

motorcycle) and present the vehicle trajectory in highways.

For simplicity, we select truck data and auto data to represent

the large vehicles (such as truck, van and bus) and general

vehicles (such as private vehicles) on the road, respectively.

Firstly, we compute the standard deviation of speed for all the

vehicles in two highways and present the statistical distribution

in Fig. 1. In the figures, most of trucks have the lower standard

deviations than autos. For example, in the vehicle trajectory of

US-101, we note that about 69.6% of trucks have the standard
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Fig. 2: Results about average speed
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Fig. 3: Results about truck distribution

deviations of less than 12 while this ratio among autos is only

30.2%. Similarly, in the vehicle trajectory of I-80, the ratio

of trucks that have the standard deviations of less than 10 is

about 84.5% while this ratio among autos is about 56.6%. In

conclusion, trucks have relatively stable speeds whereas the

autos are quite dynamic with the larger variation in speeds.

In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), we plot the speed distributions

of trucks and autos in highway US-101 and I-80, respectively.

From Fig. 2(a), it can be seen that the average speeds of trucks

in different time have a major centralized range (20 − 30
km/h) which contains about 46.4% trucks. By comparison,

the average speeds of autos in different time have two major

ranges (20 − 30 km/h and 30 − 40 km/h), which account

for 44% and 43%, respectively. The same conclusion can

be concluded in Fig. 2(b), about 49% trucks have the speed

range from 10 − 20 km/h while the two major speed ranges

of autos (10 − 20 km/h and 20 − 30 km/h) account for 38%
and 43%, respectively. Compared with autos, trucks have more

centralized speed distribution which means there is low relative

mobility among trucks. From above analysis on speed standard

deviation and relative mobility, we note that there are a part

of vehicles that have relative stability in highways.

To utilize the small portion of vehicles in vehicular net-

works, we further exploit the changes of truck percentage

and density over time, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b).

The reason that both figures have several breakpoints is that

the trajectory samples in those few minutes are not available.

From Fig. 3(a), it is clear to see that the ratio of trucks to

all vehicles is approximately 2% to 3% during our study

time. Meanwhile, the truck density is approximately 6 veh/km

(166.7 meters between vehicles) to 15 veh/km (66.7 meters

between vehicles). As such, the density is sufficient to support

the stable connection between any two adjacent trucks when

the maximum communication range of each vehicle is 300
meters. Similarly, in the data set of I-80, the ratio of trucks to

all vehicles is about 2% to 5% while the truck density is about

8 veh/km to 25 veh/km, which can reaffirm our observation.

B. Channel Conditions of Vehicles

Due to heterogeneous shapes and sizes, vehicles may be

moving obstacles to each other and block the wireless signal.

As reported in [10], [15] the moving vehicles will induce
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TABLE I: Normal Fit for the Height of Vehicles

Large vehicles Personal vehicles

mean (m) 3.35 1.5
std.deviation (m) 0.084 0.084

significant attenuation in the line of sight (LOS) between Tx

and Rx.

Based on existing works, we further examine the impact

of obstacles on V2V signal propagation and use the results to

model the channel conditions of different types of vehicles. To

this end, we employ a single knife-edge diffraction model to

evaluate the signal attenuation of the V2V link obstructed by

vehicles. By assuming the obstacle as a semi-infinite perfectly

absorbing plane, the knife-edge diffraction model theoretically

presents an adequate approximation for the diffraction of the

electromagnetic waves [16]. Since our aim is to illustrate the

difference of two types of vehicles as obstacles, i.e., large

vehicles (e.g., trucks) and small vehicles (e.g., private cars), we

consider a simple scenario that there is one obstacle between

Tx and Rx, as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 is the abstracted model.

Consider that the frequency of DSRC is 5.9 GHz, we

introduce a Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction parameter v [16]:

v = h

√

2(d1 + d2)

λd1d2
= α

√

2d1d2
λ(d1 + d2)

. (1)

The results of normal fit about the heights of large vehicles

and small vehicles are shown in Table I, by referring to [10].

The additional signal attenuation Gd(dB) caused by two types

of obstacles can be obtained by the following equation [17]:

Gd(dB) =











6.9+

20log10[
√

(v − 0.1)2 + 1 + v − 0.1], v> -0.7

0, v≤ -0.7.
(2)

Fig. 6 shows the analysis results of the diffraction gain. As

reported in [10], the knife-edge model is too optimistic to well

characterize the signal attenuation at shorter distances, so that

we adopt 10 m as the starting inter-vehicle distance. We can

Fig. 6: Impact of truck and auto on signal propagation

see that there is a marked distinction between the impact of

trucks and autos as obstacles on the signal propagation. The

average additional attenuation caused by autos is about 6 dB,

while the value obtained by trucks is about 16 dB which is

corresponding to the analysis results (15−20 dB) about the bus

obstruction in [15]. From above analysis we can conclude that,

large vehicles may incur more signal attenuation to smaller

cars and accordingly result in more harsh wireless conditions

for V2V communications. In other words, it shows that the

wireless channel between large vehicles is more stable than

that between small vehicles.

To conclude, by analyzing the mobility and channel con-

ditions of large vehicles and small vehicles, we show that

the large vehicles have both stable mobility and channel

conditions. The existence of SV s can be verified. In what

follows, we present a distribute algorithm to form the data

delivery path among vehicles by using SV s.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we establish the system model to evaluate

the transmission capacity of highway vehicular networks. To

this end, we first model the wireless propagation channel, and

then evaluate channel contentions by modeling the MAC layer.

A. Channel Model

We assume that all vehicles can communicate with each

other within the communication range by equipping with

on-board wireless devices. To accurately identify the signal

attenuation and transmission rate in the highway environment,

we are ready to characterize the radio channel by modeling

the large-scale path loss and small-scale fading. Typically, the

case that buildings locate between communication pairs is not

found in highway scenarios, so that we do not consider the

non-LOS links blocked by buildings [18]. Based on above

analysis about the impact of vehicle as obstacles, we divide the

highway V2V radio link into two types: link-of-sight (LOS)

and obstructed-line-of-sight (OLOS).
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1) Large-Scale Modeling: In LOS links, there are no ob-

structions between communicating pairs. The signal attenua-

tion is mainly caused by path loss and large-scale fading. In

this case, we adopt the two-ray ground reflection model to

characterize the E-field [16]:

E(d, t) =
E0d0
d′

cos(ωc(t−
d′

c
))+(−1)

E0d0
d′′

cos(ωc(t−
d′′

c
)),

(3)

where d′ is the direct LOS distance and d′′ is the distance

of ground-reflected path. Both of them are calculated based

on the practical antenna heights of vehicles. E0 is the known

electric field strength at the reference distance d0. The angular

frequency can be calculated as ωc = 2π/f , where f is the

frequency of DSRC. c is the light speed in free space.

Given the E-field at distance d, we can calculate the received

power Pr (in watts) as

Pr =
|E(d, t)|2Grλ

2

480π2
, (4)

where |E(d, t)| is the E-field envelope and Gr is the antenna

gain of the receiver.

In OLOS links, we only consider the signal attenuation

caused by vehicles. In highway radio links, it is estimated

that there are two or more vehicles locating between commu-

nication pairs. As such, the multiple knife-edge model, which

is the extension of the single knife-edge model, is applied

to model the propagation channel of OLOS links accurately

[16]. In this case, the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction parameter v

becomes

v = h′

√

2(d1 + d2)

λd1d2
, (5)

where h′ is the equivalent height of multiple obstacles [16].

By substituting (5) into (2), the additional signal attenuation

due to vehicles can be obtained.
2) Small-scale modeling: We implement the zero-mean

normal model to evaluate the small-scale fading for LOS

and NLOS [19]. For each radio link, the small-scale signal

deviation σi is

σ = σmin +
σmax − σmin

2

(

√

NV

NVmax
+

√

AS

ASmax

)

, (6)

where σmin and σmax are the minimum and maximum devi-

ation value, respectively. NV is the number of vehicles per

unit area in the communication range while NVmax is the

maximum NV . AS is the area of static obstructions per unit

area and ASmax is the maximum AS. However, since we only

consider moving obstruction, the AS can be neglected.

Using the large-scale and small-scale model, we calculate

the received power as

PrTOT = 10log10(Pr) +N(0, σ). (7)

In order to determine the transmission rate of the wireless

transceiver, we adopt the channel modulation method defined

in DSRC standard [20]. IEEE 802.11p physical layer supports

four modulation schemes and three FEC coding rates to com-

pute eight transmission rates. The mapping table that shows

the relationship between minimum sensitivity thresholds and

transmission rates is shown in TABLE II [10].

TABLE II: Received Power Threshold and Data Rate

Threshold (dBm): -85 -84 -82 -80 -77 -70 -69 -67

Data Rate (Mbps): 3 4.5 6 9 12 18 24 27

B. MAC Layer Model

In our study, we employs the contention-based MAC pro-

tocol to characterize the channel contentions among paral-

lel transmissions. Since we focus on the efficiency of data

transmissions without prioritization requirements, the IEEE

802.11b distributed coordination function (DCF) is applied for

MAC scheduling.

Let τp denote the probability that vehicles transmit packets

in a slot time. We assume that CW represents the Contention

Window size, which is used to compute the backoff time of

vehicles. We have

τp =
2

CW + 1
. (8)

According to existing statistical analysis in [21], the high-

way vehicle traffic flow can be modeled as the exponential

model. Therefore, the Poisson distribution is used to estimate

the number of vehicles within the communication range.

The probability that there are n vehicles locating within the

communication range s is

P (Vnum = n) =
(γs)ne(−γs)

n!
, (9)

where γ is the road traffic density.

According to the transmission attempt probability τp, the

probability of no transmissions in a slot time is (1− τp)
n. So

that the probability that at least one vehicle transmits data in

the channel can be obtained as

Pt = 1− (1− τp)
n. (10)

We assume that pe is the error probability of transmissions

on channel. We can obtain the successful transmission prob-

ability that one vehicle transmits packets in a randomly slot

time is

Ps = nτp(1− τp)
n−1(1− pe), (11)

where the first part means that n− 1 remaining vehicles have

no transmissions in the slot time.

By (10) and (11), we can calculate the average length of a

time slot in DCF as

T = (1− Pt)δ + (Pt − Ps)Tc + PsTs, (12)

where δ denotes SlotT ime. Ts and Tc are the successful

transmission time and collision time, respectively. According

to [5], [22], [23], we have

Tc = RTS +DIFS + δ, (13)

Ts = RTS+3SIFS+4δ+CTS+ACK+DIFS+
E(F )

E(C)
,

(14)

where E(F ) and E(C) are the average frame length and

modulation rate, respectively.
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Fig. 7: Two-tier vehicular network architecture on highway

IV. MULTI-HOP TRANSMISSION USING TOW-TIER

VEHICULAR NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Above analysis on the existence and influence of SV s

enables us to explore their roles in highway inter-vehicle

communications. To optimize the utilization of these valuable

vehicles, we propose a two-tier vehicular network architecture,

as shown in Fig. 7. The top tier is comprised of the SV s

selected from vehicles while the bottom tier includes other

vehicles that connect to the top tier nodes. Because of the

relatively stable characteristics of members, the top tier has

more reliable V2V links, making it suitable for multi-hop

backbone transmissions. We should stress that although the

conclusion of SV s is obtained based on two real-world vehicle

traces, our newly proposed scheme of selecting SV s and the

network architecture are general since they do not depend on

any vehicle traces.

To reduce the interference among vehicles, it is assumed

that each vehicle is equipped with two DSRC transceivers.

Transceiver 1 is used to broadcast beacon messages while

transceiver 2 is for data transmissions. Similar method is used

in multiplatoon communications and real-world measurements

to evaluate the network performance, [18], [24]. The practical

solution can also be found from Kapsch TrafficCom AB [25]

whose transceiver has the function of dual radio support for

either concurrent or redundant channel operation. We also

assume that all vehicles can obtain their own locations by the

on-board GPS devices. Moreover, it is necessary to develop

an adaptive maintenance mechanism since SV s may depart

from the network. A brief introduction about the construction

of a transmission backbone link is shown in Algorithm 1. We

next present the detailed organization of the two-tier network

architecture.

A. Bootstrap Phase

All the vehicles in the network periodically broadcast

beacon messages that contain the basic vehicle information

including ID, location, speed, moving direction, η and SV .

location is defined as the Euclidian coordinates (x, y). η
indicates the vehicle type. By referring to [26], we divide

all vehicles into three types: η=1, 2, 3 represent the com-

pact, mid-size and large vehicles, respectively. Specifically,

by considering the similarity of vehicle size, the categories of

small car and compact car in [26] are involved in our compact

vehicles category, and the large vehicle category includes all

Algorithm 1 Procedure of building transmission backbone.

1: Vehicle has packets to transmit

2: while SV is idle do

3: Phase 1: Bootstrap phase

4: Record the velocities and ηmax of surrounding vehi-

cles

5: Calculate the SI and obtain the minimum value to

select SV (e.g., vehicle A)

6: Inform Vehicle A that it has been selected as SV
7: Repeat until the backbone link is constructed

8: Phase 2: Adaptive topology maintenance

9: Calculate the RI to identify the beacon period

10: SV calculates the SI values of neighbors and select

the optimal replacement periodically

11: Phase 3: Data transmission

12: Source vehicle delivers packets to the nearest SV to

accomplish the multi-hop transmission.

13: end while

14: while SV is not idle do

15: Source vehicle performs Phase 3

16: end while

the full-sized vehicles in [26] while the mid-sized vehicle

category covers other categories in [26]. The indicator SV
shows that the vehicle belongs to SV s (SV =1) or general

vehicles (SV =0).

The network is formed in the following steps. At the first

beginning, SV s are not selected and the backbone link is not

formed. The vehicle that has packets to transmit (called re-

questing vehicle) will evaluate the link stability to detect SV s

among its neighbors based on the SI (Stability Indication)

evaluated by (15). Actually, the case that the requesting vehicle

starts up the procedure of constructing backbone link has two

basic conditions, including (1). it is in the bootstrap phase

which means that there are no SV s on the road section or

the nearest SV is not within its communication range; (2).

it does not detect the destination within its communication

range. Upon identifying the SV , e.g., vehicle A, the requesting

vehicle will send the INFORMATION message to inform that

it has been selected as a SV and involved in the top tier

link. Vehicle A then sets its SV indicator to 1 and runs the

same scheme to select the next top tier vehicle. By repeating

above process, the backbone link will be constructed. Note, the

requesting vehicle (or computing vehicle) does not consider

whether their neighbors can communicate with the selected

SV or not. If the requesting vehicles on the road cannot detect

SV s within the communication range, they will determine

to select the new SV s individually according to the beacon

messages from neighbors. Otherwise, they connect to existing

SV s directly.

SIi = α

(

|Vs − Vi|

Vs

)

+ β

(

ηmax − ηi
ηmax

)

. (15)

In (15), α and β are weighting factors, determined by sim-

ulations. Vs and Vi are the velocities of the current computing

vehicle and the neighbor i, respectively, while the computing

vehicle may be SV or the first requesting vehicle. ηmax is the
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maximum value of η. ηi is the value of the neighbor i. The

first part of the SI indicator, which is the determining factor

of link duration, shows the relative speed between the current

computing vehicle and its neighbors. It can be considered

that two vehicles moving with small relative speed could

connect for a relatively long link duration. The second part

takes vehicle types into account and gives priority to large

vehicles, which is an important impact factor of data rate.

After computing SIi, i = 1, 2, ...n, values of nearby vehicles,

the vehicle that has minimum SI will be selected as the SV .

To evaluate the link condition determined by (15) and

the weighting factors, we first present the modeling of link

duration by referring to [13]. Let Dtrans denote the maximum

transmission distance between communicating pairs while

Ds,i is the absolute value of the Euclidean distance. Vs and

Vi are assumed as the instantaneous speeds of vehicle s and

i, respectively. We have

Dtrans −Ds,i = |Vs − Vi|LDs,i. (16)

Then, we can obtain

LDs,i =
Dtrans −Ds,i

|Vs − Vi|
. (17)

It should be noted that the link condition is estimated peri-

odically based on the initial LD in each estimation period

(beacon period).

We next formulate the evaluation as the following optimiza-

tion model.

max
i=1,2...n

ℜ̂est = LD
s,i
ξs,i (18)

s.t.











C1: LD
s,i

=
Dtrans−Ds,i

|Vs−Vi|
,

C2: ξs,i = f(PrTOT ),

C3: α+ β = 1,

(19)

where ξs,i denotes the data rate between s and i, and ℜ̂est

is the data volume calculated based on the link duration

and data rate. Note that ℜ̂est is an estimation value in the

estimation period since both LD and ξ are instantaneous

values at the initial instant. In (19), C2 denotes that ξs,i is

a function of PrTOT , which means it can be obtained by the

channel model in Section III. Using the optimization model,

the link condition can be evaluated at each estimation period.

Furthermore, we conduct extensive simulations specifically for

the determination of α and β based on the model, as shown

in Section VI.

B. Adaptive Topology Maintenance

As vehicles may randomly arrive and depart from the

network, we develop an adaptive topology maintenance mech-

anism to combat the network dynamics. This process is based

on the exchange of beacon messages and implemented by

transceiver 1. Specifically, by the SV indicators of beacons,

SV s inform their neighbors the existence of the top tier

link. Meanwhile, the route messages among SV s can also

be updated periodically. In the maintenance mechanism, SV s

compute SI values for their neighbors periodically based on

the received beacon messages. Once a new SV is selected, its

nearest SV will be replaced and the route messages of the top

tier are updated. As a matter of fact, this method can guarantee

the advance supplement of SV s before the link breakage.

However, if there are no or less requesting vehicles on

road, the frequent link maintenance becomes unnecessary. As

such, the adaptive maintenance period based on the number

of requesting vehicles is adopted. Specifically, we divide the

beacon period into five classes based on the period range of

100ms-500ms [27]. We define the Requesting Index as the

ratio of the number of requesting vehicles (φ) to the total

number of vehicles (Φ) within the transmission range, i.e.,

RI = φ
Φ . According to the received beacon messages, SV s

get the values of φ and Φ for their neighbors. The mapping

table is shown in Table III. After determining the RI range,

SV s broadcast the maintenance class to their neighbors. All

vehicles, then, choose the corresponding beacon period to

broadcast beacon messages periodically.

TABLE III: Setting of Beacon Period

RI Range Maintenance Class Beacon Period

RI≥0 && RI<0.2 Class 1 500ms
RI≥0.2 && RI<0.4 Class 2 400ms
RI≥0.4 && RI<0.6 Class 3 300ms
RI≥0.6 && RI<0.8 Class 4 200ms
RI≥0.8 && RI<1 Class 5 100ms

C. Data Transmissions

In the two-tier network framework, the intra-tier and inter-

tier communications can operate simultaneously without inter-

ference since we assume that each vehicle is equipped with

two transceivers.

In the bottom tier, the one-hop data transmissions will be

accomplished directly if the source vehicle detects the desti-

nation within its transmission range. Otherwise, the source

vehicle will find the nearest or optimal SV and deliver

packets to it. According the destination address, the SV
then selects the forwarding direction and transmit packets

to the next SV . Upon detecting the destination within the

communication range, the SV delivers the packets to it and the

transmission is completed. In this process, it is unnecessary for

communication pairs to maintain the transmission route. In the

two-tier V2V communication architecture, all the maintenance

mechanism needs to do is maintain a backbone link so that

the network overhead can be reduced.

V. ANALYSIS MODEL FOR TRANSMISSION BACKBONE

After constructing the two-tier vehicular communication

architecture, we are now ready to develop a comprehensive

analytical framework based on queue theory to analyze the

end-to-end performance of multi-hop data transmissions.

A. Model of Queueing Network

In this part, we assume the two-tier vehicular network as

an open network of queues, and model each SV as a G/G/1
queue. Based on the analysis framework, we then focus on

end-to-end delay and achievable throughput in next subsection.
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In the two-tier vehicular network, we consider that multi-

hop packets, which come from source vehicle (general ve-

hicle or SV ) and eventually arrive at destination vehicle
(general vehicle or SV ), are forwarded by one or more SV s

on the backbone link. In other words, each SV may forward

multiple traffic flows which are from multiple source vehicles

to corresponding destination vehicles. Therefore, for each

G/G/1 queue, the arrival process is modeled as a general

distribution to allow arbitrary arrival patterns. Meanwhile,

since SV s commonly act as routers for bottom tier vehicles,

it is reasonable to assume that the service process at each SV
depends on the transmission rates to next-hop vehicles. Since

the transmission rate is a function of distance, MAC layer

contentions, and path loss, etc., we also model the service rate

by a general distribution. In the backbone link, we consider

the input of each SV is consist of external arrival and internal

arrival. The external arrival denotes the combination of several

traffic flows generalized by different general vehicles, i.e.,

outside of the backbone link, while the internal arrival denotes

traffic flows from the last hop SV . Similarly, the traffic flows

of each SV may be transmitted to the next SV or general

vehicles. For each G/G/1 queue, we assume the packets

queued in each SV node are in accordance with an FCFS

(first-come-first-serve) discipline. Besides, the arrival rate is

assumed as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random variable. The framework of the queueing network is

shown in Fig. 8, in which each queue represents a SV node.

We next resort to the queueing network analyzer (QNA) to

derive the expressions of our analysis framework [28].

We use two parameters to model the arrival rate and service

rate, one to denote the mean and the other to describe the

variability. This method is reasonable and feasible according

to existing researches about queue theory [28], [29]. In what

follows, we give the detailed description about the derivation

for arrival process and service process.
1) External Arrival: We begin with the derivation about the

external arrival at a SV . For SVj , let λ0,j and c20,j denote the

mean and variance of external arrival rate, respectively. We

have

λ0,j =

r̂j
∑

k=1

λ̂k, (20)

where λ̂k is the mean of traffic arrival rate from k-th general

vehicle, and r̂j is the number of general vehicles that are

within the communication range of SVj .

With c2a,j,k denoting the variance of the traffic arrival rate

from k-th general vehicle to SVj , the variance c20,j is a

function of the component variance c2a,j,k. We thus resort

to a composite procedure based on convex combination and

asymptotic method [28], [30], [31], where asymptotic method

is a linear method to approximate the squared coefficients of

variation of superposition, as described in Section 4.2 of [31].

Therefore, the variance of the external arrival rate at SVj can

be obtained as

c20,j = αj

r̂j
∑

k=1

(

λ̂k

λ0,j

)

c2a,j,k + 1− αj , (21)

where αj is the weight of convex combination and can be

obtained as

αj =
[

1 + 4(1− ρj)
2(vj − 1)

]−1
, (22)

with

vj =

(

∑

k

p2k,j

)−1

, (23)

where k indicates the sequence of the surrounding vehicles

of SVj , including general vehicles and SVj−1. Note that ρj
is the network utilization to indicate network states, which

will be calculated in Subsection V-B. We denote by pk,j the

proportion of arrivals came from k to j [28]

pk,j =
λk,j

λj

, (24)

where λk,j characterizes the traffic flows from SVk to SVj ,

and λj is the mean of overall arrival rates at SVj (including

external arrival and internal arrival).

2) Internal Arrival: Having calculated the parameters of

the external arrival, we now focus on the derivation of the

internal arrival. In this part, let λj−1,j denote the mean of

internal arrival rate from SVj−1 to SVj . Apart from λj−1,j ,

we also consider the packets generalized by each SV since it

not only acts as a router but also may be a sender or receiver

sometimes. From the backbone link perspective, we denote

the generation or reception of each SV by a constant factor

δ, which is the mean of packet generalized rates among SV s.

Hence, λj−1,j can be obtained as

λj−1,j = (λj−1 + δ) qj−1,j , (25)

where qj−1,j is the proportion of those packet flows complet-

ing service at SVj−1 that go to SVj .

We further resort to the splitting model in [28] to calculate

the variance of the internal arrival rate c2j−1,j . We have

c2j−1,j = c2a,j−1qj−1,j + 1− qj−1,j , (26)

where c2a,j−1 is the variance of overall arrival rates in SVj−1.

3) Overall Arrival: We now focus on the combination

of the external arrival and internal arrival. Based on above

expressions, we can obtain that the mean of overall arrival

rates at SVj is

λj = λ0,j + λj−1,j , (27)

and the variance is:

c2a,j = αj

(

p0,jc
2
0,j + pj−1,jc

2
j−1,j

)

+ 1− αj . (28)

4) Service Process: Considering that the service process

is determined by several stochastic factors such as random

communicating distance, MAC layer contentions and path loss,

we now concentrate on modeling the general distribution of

service rate at SV . The service process of the queue j is shown

in Fig. 9, where n is the number of next-hop vehicles including

neighboring general vehicles and SVj+1. Let the transmission

rates from SVj to different neighboring vehicles, τj,1, τj,2,
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Fig. 8: Queueing network framework

τj,3, . . . τj,n, be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.),

the mean of service rate at SVj can be calculated as

SV j

j,1 c
2

s,j,1

j,2 c
2

s,j,2

j,n c
2

s,j,n

Fig. 9: Service process at queue j

τj =

n
∑

k=1

qj,kτj,k. (29)

Let c2s,j,k, k = 1, ...n, denote the variances of transmission

rate τj,k from SVj to vehicle k, as shown in Fig. 9. If given

c2s,j , which is the variance of service rate, we can obtain

c2s,j,k = qj,kc
2
s,j + (1 − qj,k). (30)

Conversely, if we have c2s,j,k, c2s,j can be calculated as

c2s,j =
1

qj,k

(

c2s,j,k − 1
)

+ 1. (31)

It is reasonable to assume that the variance of the transmis-

sion rate between two adjacent SV s is easily obtained since

there is real-time interaction between them. Therefore, given

c2s,j,j+1, c2s,j can be obtained

c2s,j =
1

qj,j+1

(

c2s,j,j+1 − 1
)

+ 1. (32)

B. Performance Metrics

1) End-to-End Delay: In this section, using our analysis

framework, we first analyze the end-to-end delay of the

proposed two-tier vehicular network architecture. The end-to-

end delay for a packet transmitted from source to destination

is consist of the waiting time at queues and the propagation

time consumed on transmission path [32].

Firstly, we resort to Little’s Law to calculate the waiting

time of each queue [29]. For classical M/M/1 queue, the

waiting time is

E[WT ] =
ρ

τ(1 − ρ)
, (33)

where ρ is the network utilization

ρ =
λ

τ
, (34)

which is assumed to satisfy 0 ≤ ρ < 1.

Therefore, for j-th G/G/1 queue in Fig. 8, the waiting time

can be obtained by QNA [28]

E[WTj] =
ρj(c

2
a,j + c2s,j)gj

2τj(1− ρj)
, (35)

where

gj(ρ, c
2
a,j , c

2
s,j) =







exp[−
2(1−ρj)

3ρj

(1−c2a,j)
2

c2
s,j

+c2
a,j

], c2a,j < 1

1, c2a,j ≥ 1.
(36)

Considering the packets generalized by SVj , the network

utilization in the network is

ρj =
λj + δ

τj
. (37)

Thus, the end-to-end delay between two communicating

pairs is calculated as

E[T ] = E[PT ] + E[WT ], (38)

where E[PT ] is the propagation delay from source to desti-

nation.

Specifically, the end-to-end delay from vehicle i to vehicle

j is

E[Ti,j ] =

j
∑

k=i

E[PTk.k+1] +

j−1
∑

m=i−1

E[WTm]

=

j
∑

k=i

1

τk,k+1
+

j−1
∑

m=i−1

E[WTm],

(39)

where m denotes the sequence of SV s on the given transmis-

sion path.

2) Throughput: We further analyze the achievable through-

put of the selected backbone link. To obtain a comprehensive

evaluation, we focus on the derivation of achievable through-

put from the aspects of arrival rate and service rate of SV s.

The average achievable throughput can be obtained as

RThr =

m
∑

j

min{(λ0,j + δj), τj}, (40)
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where m is the number of SV s on the backbone link.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposal

using trace-driven simulations on Matlab.

A. Simulation Settings

In all simulations, we set the network size to be 1000 and

the simulation time to be 90 seconds. By referring to [23],

we assume the maximum V2V communication range as 300
meters. Our mobility model is built on the vehicle trajectory

from the real data set of US-101, as described in Section II. In

the data set, there are average 31 vehicles on the 640 meters

length of road section per second. Thus, we assume vehicles

are placed on the road following Poisson distribution with

the initial road traffic density is γ = 0.05 veh/m [33]. For

simplicity, we divide all the vehicles into three types: compact

vehicles, mid-size vehicles and large vehicles, as illustrated in

Section IV. According to the analysis results in Section II, we

assume the speeds of type 1 and type 2 vehicles at each unit

time follow normal distribution with the mean value uniformly

distributes within [20, 40] km/h and the standard deviation is

13 km/h. For type 3 vehicles, the speed at each unit time

follows normal distribution with the mean value uniformly

distributes within [20, 30] km/h and the standard deviation is

9 km/h. In this case, the average speed difference between

large vehicles and other vehicles is within 15 km/h, which

is consistent with the results described in [34]. Initially, we

assume the percentages of large vehicles, mid-size vehicles

and small vehicles are 5.4%, 34.7% and 62.5%, respectively.

This assumption is reasonable according to [26]. Even though

the initial simulation settings are based on the practical vehicle

trajectory, our proposal is easily to apply in different scenarios

through adjusting several parameters, which is also presented

in following performance comparison. The detailed parameters

of physical layer and MAC layer are shown in TABLE IV.

TABLE IV: Setting of Simulation Parameters

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Pt 23 dBm CW 32

Gt 1 SlotTime 13µs
Gr 1 SIFS 32µs
ht 0.1m DIFS 32µs
hr 0.1m RTS 53µs
L 1 CTS 37µs

B. Evaluation of SI Indicator

In this part, we conduct 1000 simulation runs in order to

evaluate the SI indicator and determine the optimal α and

β, which are the preliminary of constructing the backbone

link. Note, we do not require the obtained α and β are always

optimal since they may be different in other mobility scenarios

where the optimal values can be redefined through our method.

Specifically, we approximately choose the nine groups of

values for α and β, as shown in Fig. 10. Firstly, a fixed

target vehicle is selected randomly to act as the requesting
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Fig. 10: Impact of α on link duration and data rate

vehicle in following simulations. For each pair of α and β, we

select the first five SV s from the V2V link established by the

requesting vehicle and calculate the average link duration and

data rate. The corresponding results of link duration and data

rate averaged by 1000 simulations are then plotted in Fig. 10.

By substituting these results to the optimization model in (18)-

(19), the optimal α and β can be obtained, i.e., α = 0.7 and

β = 0.3. In Fig. 10, by increasing α, we observe the increased

LD. This is because that the SV s selected under high α have

similar moving speeds, accounting for a long link duration.

However, the SV s with high α have small η, resulting in

low data rate between communicating pairs according to the

analysis in Section II.

C. Impact of Variances on G/G/1

We further exploit the impact of the variances of queueing

model on network performance. For simplicity, performance

evaluation are performed by adjusting c2a,j and c2s,j , which

are the variances of overall arrival rate and service rate,

respectively. Typically, c2a,j = 1 denotes the arrival process

is Poisson while c2s,j = 1 shows the service-time distribution

is exponential, as described in [28]. In this case, G/G/1
model is actually an M/M/1 model since gj(ρ, c

2
a,j , c

2
s,j) = 1

according to (36). In this subsection, simulations are first

conducted to construct the backbone link and obtain the first

five SV s, where γ = 1/60 veh/m and packet generation

rate (PGR) is 20 packets/s. Let all SV s have same c2a,j and

c2s,j . The delay is then calculated by the queueing model, as

shown in Fig. 11. As we can see, by increasing either c2a,j
or c2s,j of queueing model, increased delay can be observed.

When c2a,j = 1 and c2s,j = 1, G/G/1 model is transformed

into M/M/1 model, and the delay attains the maximum

value. This is because that M/M/1 simply considers the

arrival process as the Poisson distribution. More generally,

G/G/1 model considers all the arrival processes including

Poisson or non-Poisson arrival process as renewal processes.

Therefore, the G/G/1 model having a renewal arrival process

independent of service times that are i.i.d. is more accurate and

reasonable for the multi-hop data transmission architecture. By

substituting the obtained c2s,j into (30), c2s,j,k can be calculated.
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Fig. 11: Impact of variances on delay

Similarly, by substituting the obtained c2a,j into (26), (28), and

then into (21), c2a,j,k can be determined. Therefore, we choose

c2s,j,k = 0.2 and c2a,j,k = 0.2 for the following performance

evaluation.

D. Performance Evaluation for Packet Delivery Ratio

In this experiment, we demonstrate the effect of vehicle

types on channel condition and the existence of stable chan-

nels. Based on the classification of vehicle types above, we

extend the vehicle percentage into three classes, as shown in

TABLE V. Note that we do not require this is true in real

scenario. We simply verify that our assumption that the impact

of vehicle types on data transmissions is accurate.

Fig. 12 shows the results of the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

under different classes of vehicle percentages. In this experi-

ment, we adopt the same communication pairs with previous

simulations and the packet size is fixed to 800 bytes. PDR is

defined as the ratio of received packets to sent packets. Based

on the minimum sensitivity thresholds as defined in DSRC

standard (see TABLE II) [20], we obtain the PDR of the V2V

link in our two-tier transmission architecture with different

data rates. Typically, the optimal physical layer data rate is 6
Mbps in VANET scenarios [35]. In this figure, when the data

rate is higher than 6 Mbps, the PDR presents a significant

difference in different classes of vehicle percentages. Given

the data rate of 12 Mbps, we can see that the percentage of

lost packets under Class 1 is about 29% while this value under

Class 3 is only 1%. From this experiment, we can demonstrate

that vehicle type plays a significant role on the PDR of the two-

tier communication architecture. Therefore, SV s involving

large vehicles can enhance the stability of wireless channels.

Moreover, the existence of stable channels can be verified.

TABLE V: Parameters for Three Classes of Vehicle Percentage

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Large vehicles 2.7% 5.4% 10.8%

Mid-size Vehicles 34.7% 34.7% 34.7%

Small Vehicles 62.5% 59.9% 54.5%
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Fig. 12: Impact of classes of vehicle percentage on packet

delivery ratio for various data rates

E. Performance Evaluation for Average E2ED

We further carry out 1000 simulation runs to evaluate the

average end-to-end delay (E2ED) for our two-tier vehicular

network architecture. The average E2ED denotes the delay

of a packet transmitted from source vehicle to destination.

For simplicity, we report the delay of a packet forwarded by

five SV s. Comparison is presented with a similar multi-hop

transmission scheme called SCRP, as described in [13]. We

choose [13] as it is closely related to our scheme in terms

of the scheme of constructing backbone link. The highway or

urban scenario is not the impact factor of network performance

since our performance evaluation is conducted in a given road

segment with multiple vehicle densities.

Specifically, as shown in Fig. 13(a), with the PGR in-

creasing, the results of the average E2ED obtained by both

schemes increase and the increment also increases. The reason

is that the increasing PGR results in more packet congestions.

We can also see that our multi-hop transmission scheme

always provides lower E2ED compared with SCRP under two

scenarios with γ = 0.05 vhe/m and γ = 0.0167 vhe/m. This

is because that our scheme combines channel conditions and

inter-connection time to select SV s, which strengthen the data

rate and V2V link duration. Fig. 13(b) shows the relationship

between the E2ED and the traffic density of vehicles (γ) with

two different PGRs. As expected, with the γ increasing, the

average E2ED increases, especially in the scenario of large

PGR. As we can see, the large PGR results in faster increment

of E2ED, which is consistent with the results in Fig. 13(a).

Besides, the lower E2ED can also be obtained by our scheme

compared with SCRP. Both the figures in Fig. 13 show that the

results obtained by queueing model based on G/G/1 match

closely with simulation results. The accuracy of our theoretical

analysis thus can be verified.

F. Performance Evaluation for Achievable Throughput

In this experiment, we report the data volume forwarded

through the five SV s in 90 seconds and compute the achiev-

able throughput of the V2V communication link. Fig. 14 com-

pares the achievable throughput between the two-tier multi-
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Fig. 13: Simulations comparison and analytic results for E2ED

hop communication scheme and SCRP, and shows that the

results of theoretical analysis match that of simulation.

As expected, the increasing PGR and γ lead to the in-

crease of throughput. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 14(a), the

throughput with γ = 0.05 has a faster increment than that

with γ = 0.0167. This is because that the large γ will increase

the probability of selecting large vehicles as SV s which will

strength the channel stability and V2V connection time. Fig.

14(b) shows the relationship between the throughput and γ.

It can be seen that the gap between our two-tier multi-hop

communication scheme and SCRP increases with the increase

of γ. Both Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b) reveal the fact that

when PGR and γ are small, the proposed two-tier multi-hop

communication scheme becomes less effective in improving

the throughput compared with SCRP. This is due to the fact

that in the scenario of low traffic density and low PGR, the

probability that V2V links are obstructed by vehicles reduces

and the probability of packet congestion is also reduced. SV s
thus have no obvious impact on the network performance.

Meanwhile, the accuracy of our queueing model is reverified

in Fig. 14 because of the close match between the results of

the theoretical analysis and simulations.
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Fig. 14: Simulations comparison and analytic results for

achievable throughput

To conclude, in [13], the stability factor is defined by

considering the relative location and relative speed between

vehicles. Therefore, the difference between the stability in our

scheme and SCRP is that we further analyze the impact of

vehicles as obstacles on V2V communications based on the

real-world vehicle traces, resulting in the increase of data rate

and link duration.

VII. RELATED WORK

In highway infrastructure-less scenarios, since the deploy-

ment and maintenance cost of base stations or roadside units

(RSUs) is huge, high-rate ubiquitous infrastructure connec-

tions become very expensive and unpractical [36]. In this

case, there are plenty of researches focus on the efficient V2V

transmission methods including clustering schemes [5], [37],

cooperative vehicular networks [8], [38], [39].

In terms of clustering schemes, Zhou et al. [5] propose a

linear clustering method for vehicles that have same requesting

contents from the infrastructure to extent the download volume

of a single vehicle. Ucar et al. [37] propose a relative mobility

with respect to the neighboring vehicles based clustering
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method to improve network stability. Different from these

two works where the cluster only occurs when vehicles have

common interests or similar speeds, we consider the vehicle

type as one of the metrics to select next hop and improve

channel stability.

With the assistance of infrastructures, Chen et al. [8], [38]

focus on the cooperative content download among multiple

vehicles through V2I and V2V communications to facilitate

the efficient data transmissions. Lai et al. [39] develop a

secure incentive scheme based cooperative downloading strat-

egy to ensure the fair and reliable data transmissions among

cooperative vehicles. In above two works, the cooperative

communication occurs when the infrastructure is within the

communication range while our work focuses on enabling

efficient multi-hop data transmissions in infrastructure-less

scenarios.

For urban environments, Togou et al. [13], [40] work on

the distributed multi-hop transmission scheme in recent years.

They take advantage of vehicles’ mobility and the link lifetime

estimation to construct a multi-hop route scheme. Therefore,

the selected paths have high connectivity and low delivery

delay. In our work, apart from the above two factors, we

further consider the vehicle type to improve the channel

conditions.

Apart from the highway scenario, there are also efficient

data transmission schemes for other scenarios. Salkuyeh et

al. [41] propose an adaptive geographic routing scheme to

discover several independent routes between source and des-

tination vehicles for reliable multi-hop transmissions. Zhu

et al. [42] propose a greedy opportunity routing protocol

for multilevel scenarios to alleviate the impact of viaducts,

tunnels, and ramps, etc. on multi-hop data transmissions.

These two works can not be applied in highway scenario

since they do not consider the highly relative mobility among

vehicles and topology maintenance overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on ensuring high-rate multi-hop data

transmissions over highway vehicular ad hoc networks. Specif-

ically, we first present a comprehensive trajectory analysis

for the existence and influence of SV s based on real-world

highway scenarios. The results validate that SV s can be

used to improve the stability of inter-connections and channel

conditions. As such, we further propose a two-tier vehicular

communication architecture, where the top tier is a backbone

link constructed by connecting SV s and other vehicles are

attached to it for multi-hop data transmissions. To the best

of our knowledge, this is first study that utilizes vehicle type

to strengthen the channel stability of V2V communications.

Using simulations and examples, we verify that our proposal

can outperform the SCRP scheme in terms of E2ED and

throughput. For example, when PGR=20 packets/s and γ =
1/60 (0.0167) veh/m, the comparison results show that the

E2ED of two-tier communication architecture decreases about

28.24% compared with SCRP while the throughput increases

around 26.6%. We then develop a queueing model based

analysis framework to evaluate the end-to-end performance

of the layered multi-hop data transmission architecture. This,

to the best of our knowledge, is also the first literature that

applies the G/G/1 model to the multi-hop vehicular data

transmissions, which provides a general guidance for the

further application of queueing theory in VANET. Results

show that our theoretical analysis can match the simulations

well.
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